Wednesday, October 31st

$800 in prize money
• Best Fantasy
• Best Couple
• Most Campiest
• Best Celebrity Imitation

$200 leftover contest
8:00 a.m. Sunday
1st, 2nd and 3rd places

Prizes to be awarded
Tuesday November 3rd
at 10 p.m.

There will be a First Prize of $125 in each of the categories *best fantasy
*best couple *most campiest *best celebrity imitation. As well, there
will be four Second Prizes of $50 and four Third Prizes of $25 in each of
the four categories. Judging begins at 9 P.M.
"The Plot Thickens!"

Wednesday October 7th, the community meeting on the proposal to rename the Tenderloin, to increase the height limit found 150 persons in attendance, including various City bureaucrats and de­

cated. The fact that we are on a test is the main question and answer session went very smoothly. Supervisor Harry Britt who was scheduled to make an appearance was a no-show; neither did the Director of City Planning, Dean Harris, appear. Perhaps the meeting had caused some discomfort and for that reason perhaps the meeting as a whole was disappointing. For the most part there was a lack of clear statements on the part of the City officials. Stay tuned and I will keep you informed.

Ms. Shelby McCown, 43 years old, a single mother, appeared at the Board of Permit Appeals October 7th and was denied a permit for 1710 Eddy Street, where she wants to make her bar. The word is that she will file a lawsuit so that she can gain the permit, but she faces stiff opposition from other芳fice.

I was at the poorly attended picket against Vice-President George Bush October 1st. And a somewhat "disobedient" mob-type bandit tried to disrupt the event as he became so filthy-mouthed and abusive at elderly women, and young women as well as girls. This slow and pathetic figure of a Liberman was in such a state of drunkenness, obviously he was trying to drink his troubles away but he left his mouth open so that everyone could hear his ranting and raving. I told him he would remember that “what goes around comes around.” This sad little person, who was in charge of the picket program which could give this kind of impression of the New Liberman, was at some point deserted by everyone.

The Aiwa Anti-Polymer Task Force, TAC (Tenants Against Conversion) and the Luxury Hotel Task Force, have been seriously affected by the proliferation of high-rises and multi-mill-

We all know this pathetic person, and he sould remember that “what goes around comes around.” This sad little person, who was in charge of the picket program which could give this kind of impression of the New Liberman, was at some point deserted by everyone.

their absence was a bit of a disappoint-

Well...all you Kings & Queens out there....Halloween will soon be here....and this is always a festive occasion here in Fagdad By The Bay. I look forward to it with great anticipation. The best of the names of "Street Music" has been re-scheduled for sometime in November. This a Hollywood film take-off on the old International Hotel revue which occurred about 60 years ago. The proceeds from this fundraiser will go to help the non-profit housing re­
generating the Polk Street Task Force, San Francisco, Brides of the Tenderloin/Central City.
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We proudly serve the beer of the state of Texas (at least California).

■ LONE STAR BEER

Costumes Welcome! Judging the ...........

$100 bills (3 of 'em ) and a new color TV will be given away!

$100 bills (3 of 'em ) and a new color TV will be given away!

Open daily at 6 AM.

ELECTRIC Band.

Playing Halloween night; Linda Lane & The WESTERN

853 Valencia

Cover charges:$1 Mon thru Thurs nite & $2 Fri thru Sun.

Getting a handle on peace....it's sure isn't easy!....rev. ray broshears

Today there are a panel of groups that are working for peace. And they all need your help, your participation.

Peace is possible only if we all become involved.

The oldest of the groups is the War Resisters League, a 58 year old organizational pacifist organization.

Each year the W.R.L. holds a two week organizer's training program to facilitate the development of certain skills necessary for organizing in the nonviolent movement, as well as a range of political and philosophical ideas. For information on the W.R.L., you can reach them at 1117 Mission St., San Francisco, CA 94103. They have a local group here.

Peacemakers is offering the 1981 edition of the Handbook on the Non-payment of War Taxes. It contains information on the reasons for not paying war taxes, ways of nonpayment, regulations on filing, listings of war tax resistance counsellors and centres, and alternative funds. The cost of the handbook is $1.50. You can have it by sending to: Peacemakers, Box 627, Garberville, CA 95440. That's right near San Francisco.

Peacemakers is offering the 1981 edition of the Handbook on the Non-payment of War Taxes. It contains information on the reasons for not paying war taxes, ways of nonpayment, regulations on filing, listings of war tax resistance counsellors and centres, and alternative funds. The cost of the handbook is $1.50. You can have it by sending to: Peacemakers, Box 627, Garberville, CA 95440. That's right near San Francisco.

Pope John Paul is one of his non-political moments, i.e., expansion of the Roman Catholic Church's social teachings. "Oh my loves I beg you to turn your backs on the ways of death and to return to the ways of peace....Violence only delays the day of justice. Violence destroys the work of justice. I say to you, with all the love I have for you, with all the trust I have for you young peoples, do not listen to the voices which speak the language of hate, revenge, retaliation. Do not follow any leaders who teach you in the ways of inflicting death. Love life, respect life, in yourself, and in others. Give yourself to the service of life, not to the work of death. Violence is the enemy of justice. Only peace can lead the way to true justice."

As the greedily powermad Mayor Diane Feinstein's Blue Storm Troopers shake hands and give forth with love and friendship to the Devil's herd of slumlords of SF such as Guenter Kausch, they love violence.

But, peace is opposed also by the red-neckish blue-collar labor unions this morass of greed called "capitalism-unrestricted!" Peace is a must to facilitate the development of certain skills necessary for organizing in the nonviolent movement, as well as a range of political and philosophical ideas. For information on the W.R.L., you can reach them at 1117 Mission St., San Francisco, CA 94103. They have a local group here.

As the greedily powermad Mayor Diane Feinstein's Blue Storm Troopers shake hands and give forth with love and friendship to the Devil's herd of slumlords of SF such as Guenter Kausch, they love violence.

As the greedily powermad Mayor Diane Feinstein's Blue Storm Troopers shake hands and give forth with love and friendship to the Devil's herd of slumlords of SF such as Guenter Kausch, they love violence.
Focus Fables?

OOF! IF IT FEELS GOOD, DO IT! AND THEN DO IT AGAIN! What a way to begin!

HALLOWEEN at Alfa's is gonna be one of the best ever, that is if Paul doesn't fly off Right David Monroe?

you paid advertisers, the G.A.D. is one of your best advertising buys.

LAST CHANCE TO GET YOUR ADS in the Gay Areas Phone Directory. See the ad

POT MAD SMOKERS? Seems that a local cafe owner who caters affairs at different

THE "DEATH" OF THE SENTINEL may be just a bit premature tho. So, if the vul­

KIP NOLL TO SF?...Rumors are really flying that sex-movie hung idol Kip Noll of the

GET WELL SOON to the delightful old gay liberation warrior Ferris Lehman who has

WILL STALLION told me once upon a time!

FENTHRIST

FOCUS OPINION

While back-alley abortions are being forced on poor-people by Reagan's reactionary budget policies, cutting off taxpayer-supported abortio

exposed to the "machinery "save our children," family-only morality which is sweeping our nation.

Perhaps in San Francisco, if you make any statements as above concern­ing

ATTEND THE S.F.'S EAGLE FEATHER & LEATHER HALLOWEEN PARTY

Saturday October 31st, 9 P.M.-2 A.M.

Costume judging cash prizes & trophies

FIRST PRIZE $100 SECOND PRIZE $25 THIRD PRIZE $25 FOURTH PRIZE $10

OPENED HALLOWEEN NIGHT AT THE SAN FRANCISCO EAGLE 398 Twelfth Street 62-6999
FOCUS FABLES?

FRANK RAGEN was employed JC as the new bar. Now Fill is still in the bar behind the bar on the planks at Googie on Folsom where runnmer is the manager. May also become the owners same day????????

Randy Johnson whom we used to know before we went back to "Think good" on his staff. He is well known waiting for Halloween to come when he will be the enor at the Emporium's 15,000êm give away contests. Bob, you can see the statuette of the Emporium at the bar now. Jerry, the afternoon bartender at the Wandering Hole, has a packed house in there and cannot do anything about the Musician. So, we have to bend over backwards now that no one is around to notice what they have been up to all this. The Wandering Hole is a real Institution and they do have the very best country music south of Market and have the best DJ about.

After all, an old queen can get around on crutches in the alleys alright, right Harold? LIGHT WINE? Well, we have "light" everything, or at least we thought we did until last month. And now you do enjoy delicious tasting wine, ask for Paul Masson Light Wine. The truly caring bars we'll let the management know in our pages. Yes Terry Thompson and Jim Corbett....you do have customers who want Light Wine...and so do some of yours Hank Cheeke!

FOCUS NEWS

"THE AARTI HOTEL CONSPIRACY" by Darwin Diaz

San Francisco, Oct. 12 - The old Aarti Hotel on Leavenworth near Ellis, has acquired the past seventy-four years at that location and has experien-
ced in such a history of the most mindboggling diversity of residential hotel lifestyle situations as any cheap hotel in San Francisco since the Gold Rush. The Aarti Hotel should be an exemplary manifestation of a whole lifestyle trip that cannot be the result of any other development. In a recent meeting at TAC (Tenants Against Conversions) headquart-
ers with representative factions of TNDC and the Aarti Hotel as well as the Fraternity Residence for Women, much concern was expressed about TNDC's policies, present and future, regarding financing for maintenance, taxes and all operating costs, from toilet paper to total renovation (as in the case of the Aarti House). At this meeting, the FRANK HAGEN once employed JC as the new bar. Now Fill is still in the bar behind the bar on the planks at Googie on Folsom where runnmer is the manager. May also become the owners same day???????? bar. Saul and with a dance permit. Opposed by CCNA and Mr. Ed Dollak as well. Right on!!!!!!

"macho man" or "stud"? ......as he has been seen up and down Polk in most, that is!
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San Francisco, Oct. 12 - The old Aarti Hotel on Leavenworth near Ellis, has acquir
TOM ROGERS is in the hospital, Ralph K. FOCTTS FABLES?

be quite a bore. Seems that just about any-

a place to have a show, but why not at a real
gallery? And some of the "photo" "art?-
if you can call it that...but what do you ex-
pect from north of Market? Now, the once-
do Just about anything to gain attention and

rangers...a heavy hot
dinner for ole Jim Foster? Oh yes, and at $50 bucks a whack too! With w many
long way down we are going!! How low how low hello.
what to do!!!

LE SALON on Polk (1118) has to have the hunkiest crew of

telling the truth. Frenchy with a name like yours, how can you be Sicilian ...........

YEAR OLD EXOTIC DANCER? at least this is whatFrenchy advertizes
to be in our classified on page 15....and he
this issue on the Santa Cruz trial.

TRINITY METHODIST Church's terri-
stand Press printer, Dick "The Whale"
Davis. Seems that the choir room and
ory of his parents. This beautiful old
there before the '06 earthquake. Fire is
an evil thing. We hope they are able to

MANUEL & TISH send their love to all
here in the Bay Area....as they are still in
Denver doing it at David's as well as at Alfie-Denver too.
They have been trhough an awlful lot
at Davids as well as at Alfie-Denver too.
been doing alright there and we are most
pleased for this news.

HALLOWEEN at the Endup will find
31st will be a fun night and then the
aub/Denver is in "our" town now!!!!!
should be a fun thing. There will be

with his knife attacking the
patio of the SF Eagle may have Beau
er's'lovely old face. Do JC's.instead!!!!
try and do one that resembles this writ-
this is getting to that time of year..jingle
early. Jon & George want to see you....
hmm, guess they want to see me too on
for the past month or so! Oh well, may-
looks o f him,..at the right..he did!!!!
BEFORE? AFTER!

OPEN MEMO TO DISTRICT ATTORNEY ARLO SMITH. We have learned of
the tattooed gravestone
that are about to make a great political move, as we have heard,
that they are about to place in the ground some of their
family ashes in a beautiful glass urn. We do request that
you be present at the ceremony, as we feel it is important
that the family be present when this event occurs. We
have been informed that the ceremony will take place at
6:00 PM on Tuesday, October 11th, at the San Francisco
Masonic Temple, 333 Mason Street.

SPRINGING OF NEEDS, did you hear that hushies and guys are going to toss over
every damn party down the Terrace Party do's by holding a
Dinner for the Jim Foster? Yes, and at 5:30 back a which too! With so many
"friends" present, you can bet that the conservative
promoters and the leftists will be present in force.

THANK HEAVENS for CHANNEL 5 in that they are the "Bangle station-
"playing the A's play-off games against the Yankees. .....
so much fun doing the Garages and Tony K. Roberts on NBC, but
when the World Series comes around, they have to have the Heads on ABC.
I don't like Disney. I like ABC. And I like WDSN.
to be in the picture. We watch them on TV and listen to CBS Radio's coverage...yes, that's

JON JON is in vacation...so where? Heaven and Bill White only knows. Deficient
demarks are being left all over the place. 1808 was one of the pick's of the pack, but
some still are leaving marks behind.

If BILL WHITE MARIES MAI TY who get custody of Connie? That's what's
up there in the air. A real problem. Looks like the kids will have to be
left with their parents...Henry and Sherry.

LE SALON on Polk (1118) has to have the hunkiest crew of
\ .\ For a good time call Dave at the Bar on the Rear at Sundown (this coming
October 14th. Dec. Deo wiil be? Judy and Michael (96) Barre was
in the Frisco Saloon the other night. Nevin Del Ray was seen in a
Club of Gran's and they have some great shows. A great club.

Chair Robin Olwyn is running for the Board of Directors. She has	a been doing a fine job. But it won't be
good enough for some. There will be

in a Department of Justice. At any rate, that's
they don't want anyone coming close
what they 'consider' their "area."

I had a call from Mike Maloney (Both Soorts) and Tahe been
doing alright there and we are most
happy for this news. Many thanks.
May he rest in peace. Mike,
very number one pleases. There will be

LE SALON has instituted same-day
charpa curtain call coNact: (415) 431-7474. And as an
FREE phono call nwty loi ill Viso/Mastarcard oidorsl Rt-

San Francisco, Ca. Oct. 7— According to an article in a local daily news-
paper, the SF Police Department operated under the direction of the Chief and the Police Commission are selected. The Coalition wants a
city most conviently which the Eimil-directed raids were conducted.

Libertarian Party headquarters on M arket Street. Both the Mayor Dianne
MURPHY'S BOYS RAID POLITICAL PARTY IN OPEN ATTEMPT TO INTIMATE CRITICS OF SAN FRANCISCO POLICE VICE/UNIT.
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FOCUS Dines!

FOCUS Dines! places. But Gay Focus reaches people of all economic brackets, and the staff, being poor people cannot afford to eat at the big places where one heck of a lot of people do eat.

Rick, one of the cooks who has a day job as a dishwasher from time to time, is a poet and driver.

A guy with a paper hat, by the way, has been a busboy during the spring season which was a bit of the most difficult. You won't eat at the theater at that time.

The Cookery, owned by Doris and Sam, has been on Eddy Street forever, and has a host of characters who are always there, including the delightful Ms. Bubbles. Said to be a once-m-awhile drag entertainer, the Madam Leslie (Paul) is that she has a most special lunch/supper price for Senior Citizens. And they do a good business with juniors as well as with the most elderly.

Fo. Dollak of Gay Focus staff eat there once in awhile too, and Ed knows something about good food and eats there almost every day. The stewed meat of the chicken is a little dry but otherwise okay. I have no idea how to make a dish of chicken stew, somewhat new to me in the end, the only one who realizes the real truth.

The two are nicely balanced with Comstock almost generally is in the dining room while Arv is a YCT, specific look at a charming rapscallion, a self-ordained "prophet" as a West Coast magazine.

A humorous, specific look at a charming rapscallion, a self-ordained "prophet" as a West Coast magazine.

The SF Rep's season opener is a much lighter offering, enhanced by the charismatic charm of Gerald M. Mercier, who plays the roles of several scenes, as well as he and Paul Drake as a mute assistant, and Donald Ross is excellent as the place at night. The SF Rep's season opener is a much lighter offering, enhanced by the charismatic charm of Gerald M. Mercier, who plays the roles of several scenes, as well as he and Paul Drake as a mute assistant, and Donald Ross is excellent as the place at night.

Among the vegetables, I personally don't care for most of them as they are canned and look strip of oak and when it is the special...eat!!! Nuts to the vegetables, I personally don't care for most of them as they are canned and look strip of oak and when it is the special...eat!!! Nuts to the vegetables, I personally don't care for most of them as they are canned and look strip of oak and when it is the special...eat!!!
FOCUS TRAVELS WITH R.L. HENRY

FOCUS EVENTS

FOCUS TRAVELERS

FOCUS CLASSIFIEDS

FOCUS THEATRE

FOCUS SERVICES

FOCUS PERSONAL

FOCUS PRINTED BY

FOCUS 15
Sometimes kids will go to any length chancing the chance of coming 'face to face' with a fantasy.

also playing Tom DeSimone's 'FLESH & FANTASY'

THE NOB HILL CINEMA. 7819468. 729 BUSH ST